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Take the Binance Auto Invest quiz to learn and earn points toward a free LEVER monthly plan.

Binance just announced that the first 1,000,000 auto-invest participants who confirm their
participation and pass the quiz would receive a FREE monthly plan worth 0.5 BUSD.

Investors can put their money to work in any cryptocurrency through this scheme and receive daily
payouts using simple earn. Binance allows you to set up your own automated investment strategy.

You need a Binance account in order to take part in this promotion. If you don’t already have one,
you’ll need to register for one through the form provided below and go through the necessary steps
to prove your identity.

If you’re looking for the solutions to the LEVER quizzes associated with Binance Auto-Invest, you can
find them here. For those who qualify, Auto-Invest LEVER will provide a free monthly plan worth 0.5
BUSD.

 

Deposit and Receive Up to 3,500 USDT!
Trade on BTCC Now

How to Win Auto-Invest Learn & Earn Quiz
 

1.Click the link provided below to open your Binance account or to log in.

2. Select the Join Promotion button located at the page’s top.

3.Open the quiz and study the information on Dollar-Cost Averaging and Auto-Investment that is
provided.

4. Complete the quiz now, accurately respond to each question, and then submit your answers.
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5.By  8th January 2022, 23:59 (UTC), eligible users will receive their Auto-Invest LEVER monthly
plan (UTC).

6. For a period of five months, the first one million new Auto-Invest customers will each be eligible
to receive a free LEVER monthly plan.

7. The activity will take place from 12th December 2022, 09:00 (UTC) to 25th December 2022, 23:59
(UTC).

Deposit and Receive Up to 3,500 USDT!
Trade on BTCC Now

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

Binance Auto-Invest Learn & Earn Quiz Answers

 

Question 1. Auto-Invest enables users to buy crypto on a recurring basis. What investment strategy
is applied?

Answer: Dollar-Cost Averaging (DCA)  

Question 2. John bought $1 worth of LEVER daily for the past 1 year for a total of $360. His
purchased LEVER is now worth $280. What is the most accurate statement?

Answer: John’s portfolio is loss making  

Question 3. After purchasing crypto via Auto-Invest, where will the LEVERds be stored?

Answer: LEVERds will be subscribed to Simple Earn Flexible Product

Question 4. What activities does LeverFI’s DeFi platform NOT allow users to do?

Answer: Options trading

Question 5. What of the following is a unique offering on the LeverFi platform?

Answer: Earn DeFi yields on assets while leveraged trading

Deposit and Receive Up to 3,500 USDT!
Trade on BTCC Now
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Learn More About Binance Auto-Invest Learn & Earn Quiz
 

Users in Bangladesh, Nigeria, and India are ineligible for this offer.
In order to join in on the fun, users need to verify their accounts and then click “Join
Promotion” on the activity page.
In order for users to receive rewards, they must correctly answer all of the quiz questions.
Users are allowed as many tries as they like at the quiz before they must submit a failed score.
All incentives are first-come, first-served.
There will be 40,000 people who can join the Auto-Invest BNB monthly plan, and it will run for
at least five months.

 

Deposit and Receive Up to 3,500 USDT!
Trade on BTCC Now

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

Conclusion
 

Upon submitting your final response to this Binance IOTX Monthly Plan Quiz, you will be prompted
to review your responses. You can then relax till the completion of the activity and collect your free
five-month trial of Auto Invest.

 

Help With Penny is dedicated to provide truthful data to the public. For this reason, we also provide
convenient access to the solutions to a wide variety of Crypto Quizzes.

You can also check campaigns to find out what campaigns are available now and how you can
participate to win exciting rewards on BTCC: https://www.btcc.com/en-US/promotions
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